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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a formal model of the availability, budget compliance and sustainability of distributed services, where
service sustainability is a new concept which arises as the composition
of service availability and budget compliance. The model formalizes a
distributed platform for monitoring the above service characteristics in
terms of a parallel composition of task automata, where dynamically generated tasks model asynchronous events with deadlines. The main result
of this paper is a formal model to optimize and reason about service
characteristics through monitoring. In particular, we use schedulability
analysis of the underlying timed automata to optimize and guarantee
service sustainability.
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Introduction

Cloud computing provides the elastic technologies for virtualization. Through
virtualization, software itself can be offered as a service (Software as a Service,
SaaS). One of the aims of SaaS is to allow service providers to offer reliable
software services while scaling up and down allocated resources based on their
availability, budget, service throughput and the Service Level Agreements (SLA).
Thus, it becomes essential that virtualization technologies facilitate elasticity in
a way that enables business owners to rapidly evolve their systems to meet their
customer requirements and expectations.
The fundamental technical challenge to a SaaS offering is maintaining the
quality of service (QoS) promised by its SLA. In SaaS, providers must ensure a
?
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consistent QoS in a dynamic virtualized environment with variable usage patterns. Specifically, virtualized environments such as the cloud provide elasticity
in resource allocation, but they often do not offer an SLA that can guarantee
constant resource availability. As a result, SaaS providers are required to react
to resource availability at runtime. Furthermore, by offering a 24/7 software service, SaaS providers must be able to react to certain service usage patterns, such
as an increase in throughput to ensure the SLA is maintained.
Runtime monitoring [20,4] is a dynamic analysis approach based on extracting relevant information about the execution. Runtime monitoring may be employed to collect statistics about the service usage over time, and to detect and
react to service behavior. This latter ability is fundamental in the SaaS approach
to guarantee the SLA of a service and is the focus of this paper.
The monitoring model that is presented in this paper is designed to observe
in real-time certain service characteristics and react to them to ensure the evolution of the system towards its SLA. Asynchronous communication is an essential
feature of a monitoring model in a distributed context. Asynchronous communication accomplishes non-intrusive observations of the service runtime. Further,
the monitoring model is expected to operate according to certain real-time constraints specified by the SLA of the service. Satisfying the real-time constraints
is the main challenge in a distributed monitoring model.
In this paper, we formalize service availability and budget compliance in a
distributed deployment environment. This formalization is based on high-level
task automata models [1,9,13]. The automata capture the real-time evolution of
the resources provided by a distributed deployment platform and the above two
main service characteristics. These task automata represent the real-time generation of the asynchronous events extended with deadlines [3,22] by the monitoring platform for managing resources (i.e. allocation or deallocation). The main
result of this paper is a formal model to optimize and reason about the above
service characteristics through monitoring. In particular, the schedulability of the
underlying timed automata implies service availability and budget compliance.
Furthermore, we introduce a composition of service availability and budget compliance which captures service sustainability. We show that service sustainability
presents a multi-objective optimization problem.

2

Related Work

Vast research work present different aspects of runtime monitoring. We focus on
those that present a line of research for distributed deployment of services.
MONINA [12] is a DSL with a monitoring architecture which supports certain
mathematical optimization techniques. A prototype implementation is available.
Accurately capturing the behavior of an in-production legacy system coded in a
conventional language seems challenging: it requires developing MONINA components, which generate events at a specified fixed rate, there are no control
structures (if-else, loops), the data types that can be used in events are predefined, and there are no OO-features. We use ABS [15], an executable mod-
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eling language that supports all of these features and offers a wide range of
tool-supported analyses [5,25]. The mapping from ABS to timed automata [1]
allows to exploit the state-of-the-art tools for timed automata, in particular for
reasoning about real-time properties (and, as we show, SLAs using schedulability analysis [9]). MONINA offers two pre-defined parameters that can be used in
monitoring to adapt the system: cost and capacity. Our service metric function
generalizes this to arbitrary user-defined parameters, including cost and capacity.
Hogben and Pannetrat examine in [11] the challenges of defining and measuring availability to support real-world service comparison and dispute resolution
through SLAs. They show how two examples of real-world SLAs would lead one
service provider to report 0% availability while another would report 100% for
the same system state history but using a different period of time. The transparency that the authors attempt to reach is addressed in our work by the
concept of monitoring window and expectation tolerance in Section 4. Additionally, the authors take a continuous time approach contrasted with ours that uses
discrete time advancements. Similarly, they model the property of availability
using a two-state model.
The following research works provide a language or a framework that allows to formalize service level agreements (SLA). However, they do not study
how such SLAs can be used to monitor the service and evolve it as necessary.
WSLA [18] introduces a framework to define and break down customer agreements into a technical description of SLAs and terms to be monitored. In [21],
a method is proposed to translate the specification of SLA into a technical domain directed in SLA@SOI EU project. In the same project, [8] defines terms
such as availability, accessibility and throughput as notions of SLA, however,
the formal semantics and properties of the notions are not investigated. In [6],
authors describe how they introduce a function how to decompose SLA terms
into measurable factors and how to profile them. Timed automata is used in [24]
to detect violations of SLA and formalize them.
Johnsen [16] introduce “deployment components” using Real-Time ABS [3].
A deployment component enables an application to acquire and release resources
on-demand based on a QoS specification of the application. A deployment component is a high level abstraction of a resource that promotes an application to a
resource-aware level of programming. Our work is distinguished by the fact that
we separate the monitors from the application (service) themselves. We argue
that we aim to design the monitoring model to be as non-intrusive as possible
to the service runtime. Thus, we do not deploy the monitors inside the service
runtime.
In Quanticol EU project4 , authors in [7] and [10] use statistical approaches to
observe and guarantee service level agreements for public transportation. We also
present that service characteristics can be composed together. This means that
evolving a system based on SLAs turns into a multi-object optimization problem.
In addition, in COMPASS EU project5 , CML [26] defines a formal language to
4
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model systems of systems and the contracts between them. CML studies certain
properties of the model and their applications. CML is used in the context of a
Robotics technology to model and ensure how emergency sensors should react
and behave according to the SLAs defined for them. Our approach is similar to
provide a generic model for service characteristics definition, however, we utilize
timed and task automata.

3

SDL Fredhopper Cloud Services

In this section, we introduce a running example in the context of SDL Fredhopper. We use the example in different parts of the paper and also in the
experiments.
SDL Fredhopper develops the Fredhopper Cloud Services to offer search and
targeting facilities on a large product database to e-Commerce companies as services (SaaS) over the cloud computing infrastructure (IaaS). Fredhopper Cloud
Services provides several SaaS offerings on the cloud. These services are exposed
at endpoints. In practice these endpoints typically are implemented to accept
connections over HTTP. For example, one of the services offered by these endpoints is the Fredhopper Query API, which allows users to query over their
product catalog via full text search6 and faceted navigation7 .
A customer of SDL Fredhopper using Query API owns a single HTTP endpoint to use for search and other operations. However, internally, a number of
resources (virtual machines) are used to deliver Query API for the customer. The
resources used for a customer are managed by a load balancer. In this model of
deployment, each resource is launched to serve one instance of Query API; i.e.
resources are not shared among customers.
When a customer signs a contract with SDL Fredhopper, there is a clause
in the contract that describes the minimal QoS levels of the Query API. For
example, we have a notion of query per second (QPS) that defines the number
of completed queries per second for a customer. An agreement is a bound on the
expected QPS and forms the basis of many decisions (technical or legal) thereafter. The agreement is used by the operations team to set up an environment
for the customer which includes the necessary resources described above. The
agreement is additionally used by the support team to manage communications
with the customer during the lifetime of the service for the customer.
Maintaining the services for more than 250 customers on more than 1000
servers is not an easy operation task 8 . Thus, to ensure the agreements in a
customer’s contract:
– The operation team maintains a monitoring platform to get notifications on
the current metrics.
6
7
8
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– The operation team performs manual intervention to ensure that sufficient
resources are available for a customer (launching or terminating).
– The monitoring platform depends on human reaction.
– The cost that is spent for a customer on the basis of safety can be optimized.
In this paper, we use the notion of QPS as an example in the concepts
that are presented in this research. We use the example here to demonstrate
how the model that is proposed in this research can address the issues above
and alleviate the manual work with automation. The manual life cycle depends
on the domain-specific and contextual knowledge of the operations team for
every customer service that is maintained in the deployment environment. This
is labor-intensive as the operations team stands by 24 × 7. In such a manual
approach, the business is forced to over-spend to ensure service level agreements
for customers.

4

Distributed Monitoring Model

We introduce a distributed monitoring platform and its components and discuss
some underlying assumptions and definitions. Further, we define the notion of
service availability and service budget compliance. In the deployment environment (e.g., “the cloud”), every server from the IaaS provider is used for a single
service of a customer, such as the Query Service API for a customer of SDL
Fredhopper (c.f. Section 3). Typically, multiple servers are allocated to a single
customer. The number of servers allocated for a customer is not visible to the
customer. The customer uses a single endpoint - in the load balancer layer - to
access all their services.
The ultimate goal is to maintain the environment in such a way that customers and their end users experience the delivered services up to their expectations while minimizing the cost of the system. The first objective can be
addressed by adding resources; however, this conflicts with the second goal since
it increases the cost of the environment for the customer. In this section, we
formalize the above intuitive notions as service availability and service budget
compliance.
We then develop a distributed monitoring platform that aims to optimize
these service characteristics in a deployment environment. The monitoring platform works in two cyclic phases: observation and reaction. The observation phase
takes measurements on services in the deployment environment. Subsequently,
the corresponding levels of the service characteristics are calculated. In the reaction phase, if needed, a platform API is utilized to make the necessary changes
to the deployment environment (e.g. adjust the number of allocated resources)
to optimize the service characteristics. The monitoring platform builds on top
of a real-time extension of the actor-based language ABS [15]. To ensure nonintrusiveness of the monitor with the running service, each monitor is an active
object (actor) running on a separate resource from that which runs the service
itself, and the components of the monitoring platform communicate through
asynchronous messages with deadlines [16].
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Below, we discuss assumptions and basic oncepts that will be used in the
analysis of the formal properties of the monitoring platform and corresponding
theorems. We assume that the external infrastructure provider has an unlimited
number of resources. Further, we assume that all resources are of the same type;
i.e. they have the same computing power, memory, and IO capacity. Finally, we
assume that every resource is initialized within at most ti amount of time.
In our framework time T is a universally shared clock based on the NTP 9
that is used by all elements of the system in the same way. T is discrete. We fix
that the unit of time is milliseconds. This level of granularity of time unit means
that between two consecutive milliseconds, the system is not observable. For
example, we use the UTC time standard for all services, monitors and platform
API. We refer to the current time by tc .
We denote by r a resource which provides computational power and storage
and by s a general abstraction of a service in the deployment environment. A
service exposes an API that is accessible through a delivery layer, such as HTTP.
In our example, a service is the Query API (c.f. Section 3) that is accessible
through a single HTTP endpoint.
In our framework, monitoring platform P is responsible for (de-)allocation of
resources for computation or storage. We abstract from a specific implementation
of the monitoring platform P through an API in Listing 1.
There is only one instance of P availListing 1: Platform API
able. In this paper, P internally uses
1 interface Platform {
an external infrastructure provision2
void
allocate(Service s);
ing API to provide resources (e.g.
3
void
deallocate(Service s);
4
Number getState(Service s);
AWS EC2). The term “platform” is
5
boolean verifyα (Service s);
interchangeably used for monitoring
6
boolean verifyβ (Service s);
7 }
in this paper. The platform provides a
method getState(Service s) which returns the number of resources allocated to the given service s at time tc .
We use monitoring to observe the external behavior of a service. We formalize
the external behavior of a service with its service-level agreement (SLA). An
SLA is a contract between the customer (service consumer) and the service
provider which defines (among other things) the minimal quality of the offered
service, and the compensation if this minimal level is not reached. To formally
analyze an SLA, we introduce the notion of a service metric function. We make
basic measurements of the service externally in a given monitoring window (a
duration). The service metric function aggregates the basic measurements into a
single number that indicates the quality of a certain service characteristic (higher
numbers are better).
Basic measurement µ(s, r, t) is a function that produces a real number of a
single monitoring check on a resource r allocated to service s at some time t. For
example, for SDL Fredhopper cloud services, a basic measurement is the number
of completed queries at the current time.
9
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Service Metric fs is a function that aggregates a sequence of
S basic nonnegative measurements to a single non-negative real value: fs : n Rn → R.
For example, for SDL Fredhopper cloud services, the service metric function fs
calculates the average number of queries per second (QPS) given a list of basic
measurements.
Monitoring Window is a duration of time τ throughout which basic measurements for a service are taken.
Monitoring Measurement is a function that aggregates the basic measurements for a service over its resources in the last monitoring window. The last
monitoring window is defined as [tc − τ, tc ]. To produce the monitoring measurement, fs is applied. Formally:

µ(s, r, τ ) = fs hµi (s, r, t)i∞
where t ∈ [tc − τ, tc ]
i=0
in which µi (s, r, t) is the i-th basic measurement of services s on resource r at
time t where t ∈ [tc − τ, tc ].
Definition 1 (Service Availability α(s, τ, tc )). First, we need a few auxiliary
definitions before we can define service
availability.
P
Service Capacity κσ (s, τ ) = r∈σ(s) µ(s, r, τ ) denotes the capability of service s that is the aggregated monitoring measurements of its resources over the
monitoring window τ and σ(s) is the number of allocated resources to service s.
Agreement Expectation E(s, τ, tc ) is the minimum number of requests that a
customer expects to complete in a monitoring window τ . The agreement expectation depends on the current time tc because the expectation may change over
time. For example, SDL Fredhopper customers expect a different QPS during
Christmas.
We define the availability of a service α(s, τ, tc ) in every monitoring window
κσ (s, τ )
τ as:
α(s, τ, tc ) =
E(s, τ, tc )
Capacity Tolerance εα (s, τ )) ∈ [0, 1] defines how much κσ (s, τ ) can deviate
from E(s, τ, tc ) in every time span of duration τ .
Service Guarantee Time tG is the duration within which a customer expects
service availability reaches an acceptable value after a violation. Typically, tG is
an input parameter from the customer’s contract.
Example 1. Intuitively, α(s, τ, tc ) presents the actual capability of a service
s over a time period τ compared to the expectation on the service E(s, τ ). For
values α(s, τ, tc )  1−εα (s, τ )), the resource for service s are at “under-capacity”
while for values α(s, τ, tc )  1 + εα (s, τ )), there is “over-capacity”. The goal is
optimize α(s, τ, tc ) towards a value of 1.
For example, we expect a query service to be able to complete 10 queries
per second. We define the monitoring window τ = 5 minutes; thus, E(s, τ, tc ) =
10×60×5 = 3000. Suppose we allocate only one resource to the service, measure
the service during a single monitoring window τ and find µ(s, r, τ ) = 2900. Then
2900
α(s, τ, tc ) = 3000
= 0.966. If we have εα (s, τ )) = 0.03, this means that service s
is under-capacity because α(s, τ, tc ) < 1 − εα .
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Definition 2 (Budget Compliance β(s, τ )). We first provide a few auxiliary
definitions.
Resource Cost A
C(r, τ ) ∈ R+ is the cost of resource r in a monitoring window
τ which is determined by a fixed resource cost per time unit.
+
Service Cost A
Cσ (s, τ ) ∈ RP
is the cost of a service s in a monitoring window
τ and defined as A
Cσ (s, τ ) = r∈σ(s) A
C(r, τ ).
Service Budget B(s, τ ) specifies an upper bound of the expected cost of a
service in the time span τ . Intuitively B(s, τ ) is the allowed budget that can be
spent for service s over the time span τ . The service budget is typically chosen
to be fixed over any time span τ .
We are now ready to define service budget compliance β(s, τ ) that, intuitively,
represents how a service complies with its allocated budget:
β(s, τ ) =

A
Cσ (s, τ )
B(s, τ )

Budget Tolerance εβ (s, τ ) ∈ [0, 1] specifies how much the service cost A
C(s, τ )
can deviate from B(s, τ ) in every time span of duration τ .
Service Guarantee Time tG is similar to that defined for service availability.
Example 2. Assume every resource on the environment costs 1 (e.g. A
C) per
hour. Suppose we set a budget of 1.5 per hour for every service, allocate one
resource to the service and define a monitoring window of τ = 5 minutes. Every
hour has 12 monitoring windows. This means that each resource costs A
C(r, τ ) =
1
≈
0.08
per
monitoring
window.
Since
there
is
only
one
resource,
the
service
12
P
cost is A
C(s, τ ) = r∈σ(s) A
C(s, τ ) ≈ 0.08 per monitoring window. On the other
hand, if we calculate the budget for one monitoring window, we have B(s, τ ) =
1.5
12 = 0.125 per monitoring window. This yields budget compliance as β(s, τ ) =
0.08
0.125 = 0.64.
The formal definitions of service availability and budget compliance provide
a rigorous basis for automatic deployment of resource-aware services with an appropriate quality of service, taking costs into account. This in particular includes
automated scaling up or down of the service with the help of monitoring checks
that are installed for the service. The fundamental challenge in ensuring service
availability and budget compliance is that they have conflicting objectives:
α(s, τ, tc ) ↑ ⇐⇒ β(s, τ ) ↓
Intuitively, if more resources are used to ensure the availability of a service;
then α(s, τ, tc ) increases. However, at the same time, the service costs more; i.e.
budget compliance β(s, τ ) decreases.

5

Service Characteristics Verification

In this section, we use timed automata and task automata to model the behavior
of a monitoring platform P , the deployment environment E, and the monitoring
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components for service availability α(s, τ, tc ) and budget compliance β(s, τ ). [13]
defines a task automata as an extension of timed automata in which each task
is a piece of executable program with (b, w, d): best/worst time and deadline of
the task. A task automata uses a scheduler for the tasks to schedule each task
with a location on a queue.
Modeling the elements of the monitoring platform is necessary to be able to
study certain properties of the system. The most important goal of a monitoring
platform is to enable the autonomous operation of a set of services according
to their SLA. Thus, it is essential how to analyze that the monitoring platform
can provide certain guarantees about the service and its SLA. In addition, it
is important be able to verify the monitoring platform through model checking and schedulability analysis. Using timed automata and task automata facilitates model checking and verification through formal method tools such as
UPPAAL [2] supporting advanced methods such as state-space reduction [19].
We use task automata as defined in [9,14,13]. Task automata are an extension
of timed automata [1]. In addition, we design the automata for the monitoring
platform using the real-time extension of task automata presented in [13] p. 92 in
which the author presents a mapping from Real-Time ABS [16] to the equivalent
task automata.
A task type is a piece of executable program/code represented by a tuple
(b, w, d), where b and w respectively are the best-case and worst-case execution
times and d is the deadline. In a task automata, there are two types of transitions:
delay and discrete. A delay transition models the execution of a running task
by idling for other tasks. A discrete transition corresponds to the arrival of a
new task. When a new task is triggered, it is placed into a certain position in
the queue based on a scheduling policy [23,22]. Examples of a scheduling policy
are FIFO or EDF (earliest deadline first). The scheduling policy is modeled as
a timed automaton Sch. Every task has its own stop watch. The scheduler also
maintains a separate stop watch for each task to determine if a task misses its
deadline. All stop watches work at the same clock speed specified by T .
We design separate automata for each service s characteristic: service availability α(s, τ, tc ) by an automata Mαs and service budget compliance β(s, τ ), by
an automata Mβs . Each automaton is responsible for one goal: to optimize the
service characteristic. Mαs aims to improve α(s, τ, tc ) whereas Mβs aims to improve β(s, τ ). Mαs uses allocate to launch a new resource in the environment and
improve the service s. In contrast, Mβs uses deallocate to terminate a resource
to decrease the cost of the service.
We use task automata to design Mαs . Periodically, Mαs checks whether the
service availability is within the thresholds, taking tolerance into account (Definition 1). If the condition fails, Mαs generates a task for monitoring platform
P to allocate a new resource to service s with a deadline of τ . We define the
period to be τ . We use the semantics of a task automata in [13] p. 92 in the
transitions of the task automata. Figure Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b present Mαs and Mβs .
Both Mαs and Mβs share state with the monitoring platform P . The state keeps
the current number of resources for a service s that is denoted by σ(s). All timed
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automata and task automata in the monitoring platform have shared access to
σ(s). In the automata, we use a conditional statement to check the service characteristics α(s, τ, tc ) or β(s, τ ). If the condition fails, Mαs requests P to allocate
a new resource to s and Mβs requests P to deallocate a resource. In addition,
Mαs triggers a new task verifyα with deadline tG . Intuitively, this means the
service characteristic α(s, τ, tc ) is verified to be within the expected thresholds
after at most tG time.

if (1 − εβ (s, τ )) > β(s, τ )
{ P ! deallocate(s, τ ) ; P ! verifyβ (s, tG ) }


if (1 − εα (s, τ, tc )) > α(s, τ, tc )
{ P ! allocate(s, τ ) ; P ! verifyα (s, tG ) }

duration(τ, τ )

duration(τ, τ )

start

start

Fig. 1a: Mαs task automata for α(s, τ, tc )

Fig. 1b: Mβs task automata for β(s, τ )

We use a separate task automaton for each service characteristic to verify
the SLA of the service after tG time. Respectively, MVα and MVβ execute tasks
α
verifyα and verifyβ (Figures Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b). MV uses await to ensure the
condition of the SLA. In addition, the task is controlled by the scheduler using a
deadline that is specified as tG in the generated task verifyα (s, tG ) in Mαs . If tG
passes before the guard statement in await statement holds, it leads to a missed
deadline.
await

start

α(s, τ, tc ) ≥ 1 − εα (s, τ, tc )

Fig. 2a: MVα to execute verifyα

await

start

β(s, τ ) ≥ 1 − εβ (s, τ )

Fig. 2b: MVβ to execute verifyβ

Both Mαs and Mβs are specific to one particular service s. A generalized
automaton for all services is obtained as their parallel composition:Mα = (ks
Mαs ) and Mβ = (ks Mβs ). The tasks generated by Mα and Mβ (triggered
by the calls to allocate and deallocate) are executed by the task automata for
platform MP .
We model monitoring platform P by a task automata MP . The task types are
{A(allocate), D(deallocate)}. For task type A in MP , we use (b, w, d) = (ti , τ, τ );
i.e. the best-case execution time of a task is the resource initialization time, the
worst-case is the length of the monitoring window, and the deadline is the length
of the monitoring window. For task type D in MP , we use (b, w, d) = (0, τ, τ ). We
do not fix the scheduling policy Sch. The error state qerr in MP is defined when
either a deadline is missed or when the platform fails to provision a resource.
Thus the monitoring platform P contains the following ingredients:
MP = hMA k MD k MVα k MVβ , Sch, τ i
We define MAs as the timed automata to execute the tasks of type allocate in
MP . We use the model semantics presented in [13] p. 92 to design MAs . The
resulting automata is presented in Figure 3.
start

duration(ti , τ )

σ(s) ← σ(s) + 1

Fig. 3: MAs : Timed Automaton to execute task type allocate in MP

Then, we define MA in MP as: MA = ks MAs ; i.e. the composition of all timed
automata to execute a task allocate for some service s. Similarly, we design MDs
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to execute task type
as: MD = ks MDs .
start

deallocate

11

in Figure 4. Therefore, we also have MD in MP

duration(ti , τ )

σ(s) ← σ(s) − 1

Fig. 4: MDs : Timed Automaton to execute task type deallocate in MP

For a particular service s, its automaton Mαs regularly measures the service
characteristics and calculates α(s, τ, tc ). When s is under-capacity, Mαs requests
to allocate a new resource for s through monitoring platform P . This generates a
new task in MP that is executed by MAs . When the task completes, the state of
the service σ(s) is updated; strictly increased. Thus, in isolation, the combination
of Mαs and MAs increase the value of service availability α(s, τ, tc ) for service s
over time. Similarly, in isolation, the combination of Mβs and MDs increase the
value of service budget compliance β(s, τ ) for service s over time. Because in the
latter, deallocate is used to decrease the cost of the service and as such increases
β(s, τ ).
In reality, resources might fail in the environment. The failure of a resource
is not and cannot be controlled by the monitoring platform P . However, the
failure of a resource affects the state of a service and its characteristics. Thus,
we model the environment, including failures, as an additional timed automata,
ME . In ME , in every monitoring window, there is a probability that some resources fail. For example, we present a particular instance of ME in Figure 5.
In this environment, in every monitoring, an unspecified constant (c) number of
resources fail.
σ(s) ← σ(s) − c

duration(0, τ )

start
Fig. 5: An example behavior for ME

We define system automata [13] (p. 33, Definition 3.2.7) for each service
characteristic; Sα for α(s, τ, tc ) and Sβ for β(s, τ ):
Sα = Mα k ME k MP

and

Sβ = Mβ k ME k MP

With the above automata that we designed for α(s, τ, tc ) and β(s, τ ), we are
now ready to present the main results.
Theorem 1. If the SLA for service s on α(s, τ, tc ) is violated, either:
– Sα re-establishes the condition α(s, τ, tc ) ≥ 1 − εα (s, τ ) (thereby satisfying
the SLA) within tG time, or,
– there exists at least one task verifyα in MVα with a missed deadline.
Proof. At any given time in T :
– If α(s, τ, tc ) ≥ 1−εα (s, τ ), then the SLA for service availability α is satisfied.
– If the above condition does not hold, on every monitoring window τ , Mα
generates a new task allocate in MA . In addition, a new task verifyα is
generated with a deadline tG . After a duration of tG , the await statement
allows MVα to complete the task verifyα only if the condition α(s, τ, tc ) ≥
1 − εα (s, τ ) holds. If this is not the case, since tG has passed, the scheduler
generates a missed deadline (moving to its error state).
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Theorem 2. If the SLA for service s on β(s, τ ) is violated, either:
– Sβ re-establishes the condition β(s, τ ) ≥ 1 − εβ (s, τ ) (thereby satisfying the
SLA) within tG time, or,
– there exists at least one task verifyβ in MVβ with a missed deadline.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.
In practice, the guarantee of Sα and Sβ in isolation to eventually evolve the
system to satisfy the SLA is not enough. In reality, a service provider tries ensure
both simultaneously to reduce their cost of service delivery while ensuring the
delivered service is of the expectations agreed upon with the customer. However,
these goals conflict. When α(s, τ, tc ) increases because of adding a new resource,
it means that service s costs more, hence β(s, τ ) decreases. The same applies in
the other direction: increasing β(s, τ ) negatively affects α(s, τ, tc ).
To capture the combined behavior of service availability and budget compliance, we compose them. We define service sustainability γ(s, τ ) as the composition of α(s, τ, tc ) and β(s, τ ). We present the composition by system automata
Sγ as:
Sγ = Sα k Sβ
Authors in [9] define that a task automata is schedulable if there exists no task
on the queue that misses its deadline. The next theorem presents the relationship
between schedulability analysis of service sustainability and satisfying its SLA.
Theorem 3. If Sγ is schedulable given input parameters (τ, ti , tG ), then the
SLA for both service characteristics α(s, τ, tc ) and β(s, τ ) is satisfied within tG
time after a violation.
Proof. When a violation of the SLA occurs in Sγ , either Sα or Sβ (or both) start
to evolve the service based on Theorems 1 and 2. Therefore, there exists at least
one task of verifyα or verifyβ with a deadline tG . Hence, if Sγ is schedulable,
then neither verifyα nor verifyβ miss their deadline. Thus, both Sα and Sβ are
schedulable. This means that both verifyα and verifyβ complete successfully.
Therefore, the SLA of the service is guaranteed within tG after a violation in
Sγ .
Using the algorithm presented in Chapter 6 [13], we translate the above
task automata into traditional timed automata. This allows to leverage wellestablished model checking techniques such as UPPAAL [2] to determine the
schedulability of Sγ . Moreover, the results of the schedulability analysis serves
as a method to optimize the input parameters of the monitoring model including
τ and tG .

Formal verification of SLA via distributed monitoring
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Evaluation of the monitoring model

In this section, we evaluate the implementation of the monitoring model.
We set up an environment to evaluate how the monitoring evolves a service
according to its SLA. In the environment, a single instance of monitoring platform is present to provide new resources as necessary. Every resource hosts only
one service. We define two customers in the environment. For both customers, we
deploy the same service, Fredhopper Query API. For every resource that hosts a
service, we set up a monitor that measures QPS and reports it to the platform.
Both customers run with the same SLA: the QPS expectation is E(s, τ, tc ) = 10
and εα (s, τ, tc ) = 0.1. We launch every customer service with only one resource.
Monitors observe the customer service and calculate the service availability of
every customer service α(s, τ, tc ).
We run the environment setup for different monitoring windows τ ∈ {1, 5, 10}
(seconds). We fix the initialization time of a resource to ti = 2.5 seconds. We set
tG = 300 seconds; i.e. we verify the service after this time and evaluate if the
service is guaranteed based on its SLA.
Figure 6 plots the service availability α(s, τ, tc ) over time with the different
monitoring windows. The following summarizes the behavior:
– As the monitoring window τ increases, the system converges with a slower
pace towards the expected α(s, τ, tc ).
– When the monitoring window is chosen such that τ < ti , the evolution of
the system becomes non-deterministic.
– The setting τ < ti causes a missed deadline in verifyα because after a duration of tG the service availability has not yet reached the expected value.
4

α

Every monitoring mea3.5
surement is performed in a
3
monitoring window τ . Monitoring measurements are ag2.5
gregated and calculated in ev2
ery window and form the ba1.5
sis of reactions necessary to
1
evolve the service to meet
their SLA. Thus, selection
0.5
of an appropriate monitoring
0
0
50
100
150
200
250
300
window length τ is crucial, as
Time (seconds after system start)
τ=1s
α(c1)
τ=5s
α(c1)
τ=10s
α(c1)
we also discussed how scheduτ=1s - α(c2)
τ=5s - α(c2)
τ=10s - α(c2)
lability analysis can be used
Fig. 6: Evolving α(s, τ, tc ) with different τ
to optimize it. The authors in
[11] present that for the same setup and deployment of services, measurements
using different monitoring windows yield to very different understanding of service properties such as service availability. Therefore, it is essential to choose
the value of τ such that monitoring measurements do not lead to unrealistic
understanding and inappropriate reactions.
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If τ < ti , Theorem 1 does not hold because every task allocate in MA misses
its deadline. Thus, it is essential that τ ≥ ti . Analogously, choosing monitoring
window as τ  2 × ti also has a counter-productive effect on the service deployments. In a real setting, different services may use different types of resources.
In such a setting, the monitoring window should be chosen as the largest ti of
any resource type that is available in the platform: τ ≥ max(ti ) ∀r ∈ P .

7

Future work

We continue to generalize the notion of the distributed service characteristics and
investigate how the composition of an arbitrary number of such properties can
be formalized and reasoned about. In the context of the ENVISAGE project, industry partners define their service characteristics in this framework and monitor
the service evolution. Moreover, the work will be extended to generate parts of
the monitoring platform based on an input of different SLA formalizations such
as SLA? [17]. Currently, we are integrating our automated monitoring infrastructure into the in-production SDL Fredhopper cloud services (cf. Section 3).
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